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Press release
 
 Seamless shopping without the shrink: Nedap 

announces new iD Cloud Loss Prevention solution 
 
Groenlo, the Netherlands, 18 November 2021 
 

Nedap (AMS:NEDAP), the global leader in RFID solutions, today announces the launch of iD 
Cloud Loss Prevention, a cloud-based RFID solution that enables retailers to detect, quantify 
and prevent losses. This solution is part of Nedap’s iD Cloud Platform, an integrated suite of 
SaaS solutions to create perfect inventory visibility. 
 
iD Cloud Loss Prevention enables retailers and brands to track every unique item at critical areas in their stores, 
like at the point-of-sale or the store entrance and exit with the use of RFID technology. The smart algorithm of iD 
Cloud Loss Prevention can automatically detect suspicious events such as items leaving the store in bulk, items 
leaving outside of store opening hours or spotting items more likely to be stolen.  
 
For loss prevention to be a true omnichannel enabler, it’s key to look beyond single theft events. That’s why the 
algorithm was designed to be able to recognize theft and fraud patterns over time. By knowing which items have 
a higher theft risk, retailers and brands can discover shrinkage trends that otherwise would have gone unnoticed 
and combat organized retail crime, theft and fraud. This allows retailers to introduce seamless shopping 
experiences for their customers like mobile checkouts, Buy Online, Pick-Up in Store (BOPIS) or receiptless 
returns without uncontrollable shrinkage levels. 
 
‘’We envision that every retailer creates seamless shopping experiences without shrink. No loss, no matter 
where, should go unnoticed.’’ said Oscar van den Broek, Managing Director of Nedap Retail. ‘’Today’s shoppers 
demand a seamless shopping experience. In-store shopping should feel like online shopping: easy, fast and 
without any queues or barriers. Retailers that fail to bring this frictionless experience into their stores will lose 
customers and their stores will become increasingly irrelevant.’’ 
 
To learn how retailers and brands can create seamless shopping experiences without shrink using iD Cloud Loss 
Prevention, download the solution brief here. 

End of press release 
 
 

http://www.nedap-retail.com/
https://www.nedap-retail.com/platform/
https://www.nedap-retail.com/platform/id-cloud-loss-prevention/?utm_source=Press+Release&utm_medium=Coverage
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About Nedap N.V. 
Nedap focuses on the development and supply of Technology for Life: 
technological solutions that make people more comfortable and 
successful in their professional lives. Nedap N.V. has a workforce of over 
800 employees and operates on a global scale. The company was 
founded in 1929 and has been listed on Euronext Amsterdam since 1947. 
Its headquarters are located in Groenlo, the Netherlands.  
 
About Nedap Retail 
Nedap is the global leader in RFID-based retail solutions with over 
10,000 stores connected to its iD Cloud platform. Nedap helps retailers 
achieve perfect inventory visibility, with zero waste and no losses. iD 
Cloud simplifies the multi-store retail and supply chain management 
using RFID and gives retailers real-time item-level insights into their 
stock levels and the exact location of each item. Using these real-time 
insights, retailers can be more agile, offer customers a better 
omnichannel shopping experience, and increase sales. 
 
 
 

 For more information,  
please contact: 
Ilse Protsman 
Marketing Communication Manager 
Nedap Retail 
 
+31 6 55 41 51 67 
www.linkedin.com/in/ilse-protsman/ 
ilse.protsman@nedap.com 
http://www.nedap-retail.com 
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